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Reset your leadership.
Reset your team. You’ve got this!
If you’re leading remote work teams for the first time, you’re in unfamiliar territory. It’s a bit like
starting a new job. You need to accelerate along a learning curve and avoid the pitfalls that traps
that will hinder you and your teams progress.
Use this guide to help you keep cool under pressure, make the right decisions,and focus on the
things that will help you and your team establish new ways of working together.
How safe, stable and connected people feel is influenced by what you say
and do, and by what you don’t say and don’t do. Your communication sets the
tone and energy around you.
You want your team to be productive, motivated and united. At a minimum you need people to
cope and find a new normal for themselves they are okay with.
You also want to feel confident, calm and as best you can, ahead of the eight ball.
Achieving all of this quickly when things are changing day by day isn’t easy.
People’s relationship with risk and uncertainty play out in ways that may not be visible on the
surface. People may be feeling overwhelmed, isolated and fearful. If they are, that’s totally
understandable.
Wherever each person in your team is at, you’ll need to lead them from where
they are, not from where you expect them to be.
You may have more questions than answers. You maybe making decisions you feel ill equipped to
make. Navigating the shades of gray makes leadership hard when people are looking to you for
certainty and stability.
Your leadership and how you adapt it to meet the needs of your team will shape the team you
will have on the other side when things return to a new normal.
There’s a lot that has gone into getting your team to where it is. I trust these practical strategies
and tips will be useful to you through this unprecedented period.
You’ve got this.
Keep safe and connected,

P.S – The four dimensions used below are from the Critical Alignment Model developed by
Sharon Pearson, CEO of The Coaching Institute. For high performance and successful change
implementation, all four dimensions need to be functioning effectively.
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TEAM ENVIRONMENT
Creating a positive energy and vibe will help people want to connect in

1. Reset team culture and teamwork
Culture builds positively when people feel
connected in and engaged.
People working remotely are still creating
the culture as they interact with one another
throughout the day.
The quality of communication within your team
is creating the environment that binds everyone
together.
1. What is the remote working environment you
want to create? For example, if you want your team
to be creative, how do you spark creativity?
a. What role does technology play in helping/		
hindering this?
b. What is your leadership example that ‘walks your
talk’?
2. What does virtual teamwork look like? 		
What do you expect from each other in how you
work together, communicate, make decisions and
support each other?
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TOP TIPS
Talk about how the team is going
Regularly check in and ask your team “How
are we going as a team?”. Asking for feedback
on what is working and what is isn’t working
reminds everyone that great team work
doesn’t happen by chance. It takes effort,
especially in setting new working rhythms up.

Have virtual team lunches
Invite everyone to have a lunch break or
coffee break together. Your extroverted team
members will love the social interaction.

Choose your daily mindset
The way your team shows up for each other is
reflective of every mindset within your team.
When everyone chooses a positive ‘we can
get through this’ mindset, things that seem
hard somehow look more doable. Talk about
mindset as a daily choice to drive your team’s
productivity, motivation and performance.

2. Remind people of the ‘why’
Keep people connected into the journey they’re on
with you
Remind your team of what they’re doing, why that
matters and how their effort is contributing to the
greater good.
Also remind your team that the team’s purpose is
not changing even if the short-term goals are. Help
people reconnect with what they care about in their
work and what motivates them so as best they can,
they can continue to work with enthusiasm. Purpose
gives people a reason to keep on going during
tough times.

TOP TIPS
Create focus with a 90-day plan for each
report
A 90-day plan approach is useful to: narrow
down goals, milestones, key tasks, identify
the support you’ll need to give,and what
check-ins will help you both. Creating the plan
together means you can make assessments,
decisions and commitments that bring you
onto the same page. This process alone will
help your reports focus in on what they ‘can
do’ and feel supported through the process.

Be overt with encouragement

3. Align on goals and expectations
together
Aligning on goals and expectations provides
structure and certainty
A remote working rhythm is vastly different than
what gets created in the office, for example, there
are no impromptu chats in the hallway or spotting
someone at their desk and stopping to ask a quick
question.
Realign your remote working performance
expectations for each person in your team and keep
this conversation alive. What was important three
weeks ago might have shifted dramatically in the
last week, and things might change again tomorrow.
Clear is kind. Unclear is unkind
– Brene Brown
Be mindful too that your expectations might
reasonably be lower. Everyone is in transition right
now and dealing with their personal situation.
Expecting everyone to work all day on their screen
isn’t a good emotional wellbeing strategy in times
like this.
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Let people know they have what it takes to
keep on going. “You’ve got this” or “This is
tough, but I know we can work this through,”
or “Let’s look for ways to use our strengths in
how we tackle this” With your support, your
team are more likely to take up challenges
with a sense of purpose, focus and creativity.

STRUCTURE
People can be productive if they have the resources they need

4. Give people what they need to work
remotely
Enabling access to the systems, processes, and
information people require for their work might be
tricky or even impossible due to security restrictions,
logistical issues and other factors. In addition,
people may not have the furniture or space to set
their work space up as they would like. Being agile
means people using what they have and pivoting as
required to make workarounds work as best they
can.
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TOP TIP
Embrace technology, it’s not going away
Remote work software like mobile work tools
and virtual / video conferencing will become
the new normal to a degree we haven’t seen
before. While using technology to create a
new business as usual environment may seem
daunting, it will be worth it in the long run.

IMPLEMENTATION
People will only be productive and motivated if they are emotionally and physically well

5. Set up regular check-in’s: emotional
wellness and self-care come first

6. Reset decision making to empower
people

Take time for more regular check-ins to help people
feel connected and supported. Start with emotional
wellness and self-care before you get into work. Be
present, emotionally aware and listen. Give people
time and space to express their concerns and fears.
Listen and acknowledge where people are at.

When faced with uncertainty, it’s easy for people
to lose confidence. Remote working means doing
things flexibly and differently. Empower your team
with the opportunity to make decisions. This might
mean you giving up your sense of control in some
areas and being prepared to let some things go, so
that your team can ‘have a go’, make mistakes and
learn through the process.

Many are juggling remote working with children,
partners and/ or other family members. Your team
want to know that ‘you’re with them’. You will bring
them with you only if you lead them from where
they are. A safe space will allow people to challenge
their own thinking and empower themselves.
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Trust what you know and choose to back yourself and
your team

TOP TIP

TOP TIP

Make it personal

Empower people to do things differently

Ask open questions eg: “How is this remote
work situation working out for you?”. Offer
your help regularly. Reaching out is time
consuming but critical so that people feel
cared for.

Talk about tapping into courage and resilience
and model this by also talking about how
you’re doing it yourself. Be humble. You
being the example here shows others what’s
possible for themselves.
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7. Help people set up new routines
Everyone will handle remote working differently.
People who are extroverted will feel isolated more
easily compared with introverts.
Help people create a routine and develop habits
that will work for them. Here are some ideas to
contribute toward a healthy mind and healthy body:
 Choose your focus: Start the day with 		
choosing 3-5 things that ‘need to get done”
 Create an anchor point for ‘switching work
on’ and ‘switching work off’
 Create a workspace that feels good and is,
where possible, ergonomic
 Dress for your day. Wear clothes you feel
good in.
 Do the work that takes most focus and
thought when you’re at your best. For 		
‘morning people’, their best working time is
in the morning.
 Eat healthily – plan what you’re going to eat
to avoid bored / emotional eating
 Take regular breaks away from your screen
 Find ways to get the social interaction you
need
 Schedule in the things you enjoy (eg: taking
a hot shower, reading for pleasure, 		
gardening) and have something to 		
look forward to in your day (eg: a glass of
wine before dinner)to help you relax and
switch off.
 Be mindful of distractions and don’t get
sucked into unwelcome habits (eg: TV 		
binging)
 Exercise your body, eg: short walks help
break up your day and get you outside so
you can clear your head and enjoy a fresh air
boost.
 Choose to be grateful – acknowledge your
day in a way that lifts you up. Find at least
one thing in your day to be grateful for.
We all need to be kind to ourselves as we all
juggle a situation we’ve been thrown into.
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TOP TIPS
Help people help themselves
Gently challenge limiting beliefs and help
people explore how they can make working
from home work from them. Everyone will
have their up and down days, that’s natural.
Help people establish what a ‘good’ day at
home might look like for them in a way that
supports their overall wellbeing.

Share what is working
Encourage your team to talk about the habits,
routines and rituals that are working for them.
Get people to take photos of their day and
share – it’s a fun way for people to connect
and learn more about each other.

8. Communicate in a way that’s crucial,
clear and kind

2. Clear – Ask yourself:
 Is my intention (why) clear? What is my
purpose?
 Is my message(s) clear? What do I want
people to know?
 Is my call to action clear? What do I want
people to do?

Your communication is the gel holding your team
together
1. Crucial – Ask yourself:
Is this important enough to communicate now, or
can it wait?
Timing is everything in leadership. Discern
what people ‘need to know’ and streamline
communication to help reduce email overload
as well as confusion and overwhelm and keep
everyone focused on the things that matter. In
addition to time, choose the communication
channel best aligned to support how you want your
communication to be received.
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3. Kind – Ask yourself:
Is my narrative and tone thoughtful, meaningful,
and compassionate? What do I want people to feel?
Your stories, examples, analogies, and vulnerability
can all paint a visual picture to support your
messages.

TOP TIP

TOP TIP

Have virtual team huddles

Encourage personal interaction

Communicating different things via an end
of day team video huddle will help connect
your team, allow for open ended questions,
and create a shared understanding vs sending
lots of reactive emails during the day. Your
extroverted people will be hanging out for
more social interaction by then too.

Use video wherever you can. It also sets an
expectation that people are present and
ready to participate.
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Encourage self-awareness
As a team, talk about signs of loneliness or
early depression - not to scare anyone, but to
make people self-aware enough to recognise
the signs for themselves.

PEOPLE
9. Encourage learning
Encourage people to do the things they normally
don’t have time for.
Invite people to review their development plan and
explore opportunities for their ongoing growth and
development, for example, online learning courses,
books, blogs, articles.
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10. Find things to acknowledge and
celebrate
Successful teams celebrate victories - big and small
- together. Find reasons to acknowledge people,
talk about what the team is achieving and what
progress is being made. People love validation and
acknowledgment. Remind the team that no one
succeeds alone – everyone succeeds together.

TOP TIP

TOP TIP

Team book club

Create new symbols for celebration

Every month cover the cost of everyone
choosing a book to read for their personal /
professional development. People then share
their insights and learnings during team talks.
When everyone is back at work, set up a
physical library in the office with the books.

Create ways to virtually recognise milestones
reached, goals achieved and behaviors you
want to embed via virtual recognition boards
or E-cards. We all love positive feedback.
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works.
Toni brings a fresh, grounded approach focusing
on boosting leadership impact and effectiveness
and unlocking potential to accelerate
performance and results.
With an extensive blue-chip financial services
background, she brings over 20 years’ experience
in building and leading high-performance teams.
She has served in senior leadership roles in New
Zealand, the UK, the USA and Australia working
for brands including ANZ, Westpac, American
Express, and Deloitte.
Toni is the author of Lead Real Change, Influence
from the Inside Out and Your Bigger Game. She is
a highly skilled executive coach, mentor, trainer
and facilitator. She is a Telstra Women’s Business
Award nominee, and she holds a Bachelor of
Business Management (First Class Hons). Toni
works across a broad range of industries working
for clients including Woolworths, AGL, Metro
Trains, Stockland, HCF and Exablaze.
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